
The webinar will start shortly.

Please choose “Call Me” or “Call Using Computer.”
This helps us identify you during our Q&A sessions.

Presenters: Rob Rieck, Jenny Yoo
Facilitator: Bridgette Valdez-Kogle

Chapter 173-303 WAC
Dangerous Waste Rulemaking 2019-2020

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Webinar instructionsPlease choose “Call Me”  or “Call Using Computer”This helps us identify you during our Q&A sessions.All lines are muted.
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Questions

 Type message and send it to 
the host.

We will read your question 
aloud.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BridgetteI’ll repeat the following instructions when we get to the Q&A portion of the event. All lines are muted. To submit a comment or question, please use the Q&A feature. We will then read your question aloud.Please note that we have scheduled this webinar for 2 hours. We will get to as many questions and comments as we can. For questions that haven’t been answered, please send us an email so we can get back to you.As a reminder comments, questions, and ideas will be accepted until December 23. We’ll also have a formal comment period for this rulemaking later this year.We have Rob Rieck, our Regulatory Development Specialist and Jenny Yoo, a Toxics Reduction Engineer here to present to you.We also have Tom Cusack, Senior Rules Analyst in the room to help with answering questions. 
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Webinar 
Objectives

Provide an overview on draft 
updates to Chapter 173-303 
WAC. 

Topics
1. Rulemaking Schedule
2. E-manifest user fee rule
3. Recalled airbags
4. Technical corrections, 

clarifications and state-only 
changes

5. Dangerous waste 
pharmaceutical rules and 
nicotine P-listing changes

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Bridgette: With this webinar we want to let you know about the changes and answer questions. Will take some questions via webinar messaging. Rob will present on the firs 4 topics. After this we will have a brief Q&A.This will allow facilities that are not interested in the pharmaceutical waste rule to get off the webinar.We will have another Q&A session after Jenny presents on the pharmaceutical rule.
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Rulemaking Timeline

Announce 
Rulemaking
File CR-101

Aug 2019

Nov 22
Start 30-day 

Informal Public 
Comment

Informational 
Webinar

Dec 2

March 2020
Propose rules

Formal Public 
Comment Period

March-May 
2020

Sept 2020
Adopt Rules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Probably aware we amended DW rules at beginning of this year. Kicked off a new rulemaking process in August.Since then Ecology has developed draft rules, and is now looking for your input.  Open informal comment period started November 22, ending Dec 23. Go to our DW rulemaking website to electronically submit comments.  We should also have a link to our e-comments page in this presentation.After taking your comments into consideration, we will formally propose rule language March 2020, opening the formal comment period. We will have a formal public hearing sometime in April, 2020Plan is to adopt new rules Sept. 30, 2020, effective 31 days after.
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e-Manifest User 
Fee Final Rule

 Adopted December 20, 2017. In 
effect June 30, 2018

 Federal rule states must adopt.  
EPA administers the fees and 
manifest data submittal.

 Lays out fee assessment method 
EPA will use.

 Receiving facilities pay the fee. 
 Graduated fees depending on 

how manifests are submitted.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
E-manifest system in effect since June 30, 2018.This rule is mostly  about EPA e-manifest fee methodology, including how much are the fees, who pays and how fees are revised.HW receiving facilities pay the fees, which vary depending on how manifests are submitted. Ecology is adopting federal rule as is, with no state differences.Some non-fee manifest changes regarding how to make changes to a manifest.Rules also allow use of a hybrid mixed paper and electronic manifest.
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Recalled 
Airbags 

Exclusion

 EPA rule adopted and in effect 
November 30, 2018. 

 A public safety rule to facilitate 
collection of defective recalled 
airbags. Optional for states to adopt.

 Benefits facilities who remove 
airbags, e.g. auto dealerships 

 RCRA generator exemptions for 
accumulation and transport of 
airbag waste. 

 Airbag wastes go to a airbag waste 
collection facility or TSD.

 Ecology plans to publish an interim 
policy allowing use of exclusion 
before rule is adopted. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The recalled airbags is an EPA rule adopted Nov 2018. Its optional for states to adopt.An interim final rule to address an urgent public health issue resulting from an international recall of defective airbags.Removes  HW requirements for generators, facilitating expedited removal, collection and disposal of both recalled airbags and the non-defective ones, as long as exclusion conditions are followed. Some of those are: No on-site deployment, andNo reuse of airbags in other vehicles.Sent to approved airbag collection facility or RCRA TSD.EPA recommends states allow airbag handlers to use the exclusion prior to state adoption of the rule. Ecology expects to put out a written policy on this soon.
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State-only Technical Changes

 Numerous corrections and clarifications.
 mostly from last round of rule changes.

 Reorganization of generator rules caused ripple effect.

 MQG on-site accumulation limit 172(4)(a).
 Currently if you exceed 2,200 lb limit – become a TSD

 Could mean frequent shipments to stay under limit.

 Fix- raise limit to 6,600 lbs total on-site accumulation

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Quite a few corrections needed, stemming from the last revisions to the DW regulations. Generator Improvements Rule and the reorganization of generator rules caused incorrect citations in other parts of the regulatonsEcology found an issue with the new GIR rules for MQGs. The MQG DW accumulation limit is currently 2,200 lbs. According to the new GIR conditions for exemption, if you exceed the 2,200 threshold, you must remove all that waste from your site, or become a TSD. We are proposing to increase the accumulation limit to 6,600 lbs so MQGs who may be generating close to 2,200 lbs every month don’t have to make monthly HW shipments.We welcome your feedback on this draft change.
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State-only Technical Changes (Continued)

 Notifications for planned episodic generation events 
173(3)(b)and(4)(b).
 New- notify HWTR annual report staff using site ID form – Don’t notify 

regional office.
 Must notify at least 30 days prior to event start date.
 Rule note recommends notifying 60 days to allow processing.

 Permit application technical document certification 806(4)(a)
 Applies to any technical documents submitted to Ecology in regards to RCRA 

permit applications.
 Clarifies types of documents that must be certified by a professional 

engineer.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
May be aware of the episodic generation rule, giving generators a break from counting wastes from a once/year event, such as a tank cleanout. With this rule, we corrected instructions for how you submit notification of a planned event.  Now, instead of notifying the HWTR regional office, you will notify our annual report staff via site ID form.We also included a note suggesting that generators submit their planned event notification to Ecology at least 60 days in advance, instead of just the 30. We found that more time is needed for the Ecology review process and possible return of the form to the notifier for corrections. Not a regulation, but should help improve process.Section 806 are the final facility permit regulations.The final facility permit application instructions, which includes permit mods, are not totally clear on what types of documents submitted to Ecology must have a PE certification.We are proposing that all submitted permit technical documents must be certified by a PE, as required by the engineering regulations.
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State-only Technical Changes (continued)

 Update to Biological Test Methods for the designation of dangerous 
waste. publication 80-12
 This bioassay method is used to determine if a solid waste is a state toxic 

criteria waste.
 Updating the method to make it easier for lab use.
 Goal is to increase efficiencies and reduce cost of testing.
 Also removing the oral rat bioassay procedure from 80-12 and from WAC 

173-303-100.
 Rat bioassay test is not used in waste designation. 
 Avoid animal testing.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BTM lays out procedures for bioassay testing of solid wastes to determine if waste is a state toxic waste per WAC 173-303-100.Currently includes a fish bioassay method and an oral rat acute toxicity test.Ecology toxicologists and chemists researched how we could simplify fish test for more efficient lab use, and possible cost savings. Draft changes designed to meet that goal, while preserving the validity of the method.We are asking testing labs to give their input on these changes.Oral rat toxicity test is no longer used for DW testing and very expensive.  So, we are proposing to remove it from 80-12 and related references in the DW regulations. If you have feedback on this we would like to hear from you. We plan to put out a revised version at rule proposal.
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Questions

 Type message and send it to 
the host.

We will read your question 
aloud.

Pharmaceutical presentation 
will follow this Q and A.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BridgetteAll lines are muted. To submit a question, please use the Q&A feature. We will then read your question aloud.Please note that we have scheduled this webinar for 2 hours. We will get to as many questions and comments as we can. For questions that haven’t been answered, please send us an email so we can get back to you.As a reminder comments, questions, and ideas will be accepted until December 23. We’ll also have a formal comment period for this rulemaking later this year.We have Rob Rieck, our Regulatory Development Specialist and Jenny Yoo, a Toxics Reduction Engineer here to present to you.We also Tom Cusack, Senior Rules Analyst in the room to help with answering questions. 



How to comment online

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rob.  Encourage people to use on-line comment tool available on our rulemaking website.  Can attach comment letters.
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More Information:

Visit our website:
 bit.ly/EcologyDWRulemaking

Join our email list
 bit.ly/EcologyDWEmailList

Contact
 hwtrrulemaking@ecy.wa.gov

Presenter
Presentation Notes
More information and a link to our online comment form can be found on our website.
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New 
Pharmaceutical 

Rules

 EPA finalized Subpart P in 
February 2019
 Sewer ban effective August 

2019

 Ecology must adopt into rule 
before Subpart P applies in WA
 Our draft WAC 173-303-555 

incorporates Subpart P into the 
DW Regulations

 Current regulations and Interim 
Policy still apply
 Until section -555 is finalized 

and adopted

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Pharmaceutical waste generation in a healthcare setting is unpredictable, and relatively small quantities are generated by a large number of employees across the facility. This is different than in a manufacturing setting where the facility will typically generate larger volumes of fewer waste streams. EPA wrote Subpart P as a sector-based solution to improve regulatory clarity  and achieve greater compliance. Subpart P provides new mandatory requirements specific to HW pharmaceuticals. EPA has finalized Subpart P, and now we need to add this into our Dangerous Waste rules to adopt Subpart P in Washington state. We drafted section -555 within our DW Regulations as our State version of Subpart P and most of our rule language is similar. But you will also find some differences as we incorporate our state-criteria dangerous waste pharmaceuticals into the new rule. This new section -555 will replace the Interim Pharmaceutical Waste Policy and the conditional exclusion for state-only pharmaceutical waste for HCFs.  All of our pharmaceutical waste regulations for healthcare facilities will be contained within section -555 of the Dangerous Waste Regulations (Chapter 173-303 WAC). We welcome your comments during this informal comment period. You will have another opportunity to comment when the rules are proposed in spring of 2020 and the formal comment period opens.
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Conditional Exclusion:
Disposal of State-only Pharmaceuticals

*CHANGE* Only Law Enforcement Agencies *CHANGE*

 Allowed to combust the excluded waste at either:
Permitted municipal waste combustor,
or
Controlled combustion unit meeting following conditions:
 Combustion zone temperature >1500 °F, and
 Heat input rate >250 million BTU/hr.

Chapter 173-303-071(3)(nn) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The creation of section -555 will eliminate both the Interim Pharmaceutical Waste Policy and our Conditional Exclusion for state-only pharmaceutical waste managed by healthcare facilities. The conditional exclusion will remain in the regulations, however, it will only be available for law enforcement agencies to manage the drugs and pharmaceuticals in their possession that only designate only under our state criteria.  Law enforcement agencies in possession of drugs or pharmaceuticals that designate as hazardous waste under RCRA must still follow the full DW regulations for the management of that waste. They are not eligible to manage these pharmaceutical wastes under Subpart P or section -555.Law Enforcement Agencies can continue to send State-only DW pharmaceuticals to either:A permitted municipal waste combustor, orA combustion unit that meets the temperature and heat input conditions of the exclusion. HCFs will still have some flexibility in managing their State-only DW pharmaceuticals at municipal or medical waste incinerators, but these waste are no longer excluded and will have to follow the management outlined under section -555.
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Nicotine Delisting

 FDA-approved nicotine replacement therapies no longer 

P075

Currently only patches, gums, lozenges

 Nicotine e-cigarettes and vape wastes still P075

May be managed as hazardous waste pharmaceuticals 

under section -555
Chapter 173-303-9903 WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We are following EPA’s delisting of FDA-approved nicotine replacement therapies.  So these approved items will no longer carry the P075 listing.Currently this just applies to patches, gums and lozenges.Nicotine e-Cigarettes and vape cartridges are not FDA-approved therapies and are therefore still considered P075 waste.  However, they can be managed as a dangerous waste pharmaceutical under Subpart P and our proposed section -555.Vapor products are in the news right now for the temporary ban on the sale and distribution of flavored vape products and those that contain vitamin E acetate.  At the current time, these nicotine products would still carry the P075 listing.  
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No Sewering

Chapter 173-303-555(6) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Both Subpart P and -555 prohibit sewering from all healthcare facilities and reverse distributors; Regardless of generator status. This sewer prohibition includes state-only DW pharmaceuticals.This prohibition went into effect nationwide already in August, 2019.
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Benefits of Section -555

 Standardized management nationwide

 DW pharmaceuticals do not count towards facility generator 
category

 Have up to 1 year to accumulate DW pharmaceuticals 

 Still allowed to utilize reverse distribution for potentially 
creditable DW pharmaceuticals

 Removed onerous requirements for P-listed empty containers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are some of the benefits for the new Section -555Many of these are not new if you have been managing your DW pharmaceuticals under our Interim Pharmaceutical Waste Policy, but there are some changes.
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Differences from EPA

Chapter 173-303-555 WAC Subpart P

• Pertains to RCRA hazardous waste 
pharmaceuticals and WA state-
only DW pharmaceuticals

• Only pertains to RCRA hazardous 
waste pharmaceuticals

• May also be labeled “Dangerous 
waste pharmaceuticals”

• Must be labeled “Hazardous 
waste pharmaceuticals”

• LTC must determine generator 
category

• LTC with < 20 beds presumed to 
be vSQG

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So to summarize our differences from EPAs Subpart P:Subpart P only addresses RCRA hazardous waste pharmaceuticals. Our rule also includes management requirements for state-only dangerous waste pharmaceuticals.We allow labeling of the waste containers to be either “Dangerous Waste Pharmaceuticals” or “Hazardous Waste Pharmaceuticals”We do not assume that Long-term Care Facilities with fewer than 20 beds is a Small Quantity generator – they must count their waste and prove it.
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Applicability: 
Who Can Use 
Section -555?

 Hospitals and Clinics

 Doctor Offices

 Ambulatory Surgery Centers

 Veterinary Hospitals and Clinics

 Long-Term Care Facilities

 Ambulance and EMTs

 Pharmacies

 Wholesalers 

 Reverse Distributors

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Only healthcare facilities and reverse distributors are eligible. We are using the same eligibility criteria as EPA in Subpart P.Healthcare Facilities (HCF) are facilities providing preventative, diagnostic, therapeutic, rehabilitative, or palliative care, or care for the physical or mental condition of a human or animal.Healthcare Facilities (HCF) are also facilities that sell or dispense over the counter (OTC) or prescription drugs.HCFs includes: hospitals and clinics, doctor’s offices, optical or dental clinics, veterinary clinics and hospitals, ambulatory surgical centers, LTC facilities, retail or mail-order pharmacies, LTC pharmacies, and ambulance services. It can also include retailers like supermarkets and gas stations. Reverse distributors are facilities that receive or accumulate potentially creditable DW pharmaceuticals to facilitate or verify manufacturer’s credit. ***************************************Psychiatric hospitalsRehab facilitiesChiropractorsRetailers of pharmaceuticals (e.g. gas stations, supermarkets, Wholesale distributors and logistics providers 
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Not Eligible to Use Section -555

 Schools/Universities

 Research Laboratories

 Manufacturers

 Law Enforcement Agencies

Presenter
Presentation Notes
But not every generator of dangerous waste pharmaceuticals can manage their pharmaceuticals under section -555. Schools and Universities that have clinics on campus may manage the pharmaceutical waste from patient care clinics under Section -555. They are not allowed to manage any pharmaceuticals used in research.EPA is silent on law enforcement agencies, so they cannot utilize this new draft rule. As I mentioned before, Ecology preserved the conditional exclusion as an option for our law enforcement agencies currently utilizing the conditional exclusion for state-only pharmaceutical waste.Manufacturers may be eligible to utilize section -555 if they are operating as a reverse distributor or a wholesaler, but only in those capacities.
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Quantity of ALL  dangerous waste generated in a calendar month 
(including all dangerous waste pharmaceuticals) Original 

Generator
Category

AHW or WT01 EHW
(QEL of 2.2 lbs)

Dangerous Waste 
(QEL of 220 lbs)

Cleanup residue of 
AHW or WT01 EHW

(QEL of 2.2 lbs)
≤ 2.2 pounds ≤ 220 pounds ≤ 220 pounds SQG

Applicability of Section -555

 SQG can choose to manage DW pharmaceuticals under either:
 WAC 173-303-170(2) and -171 – SQG requirements, or
 WAC 173-303-555 – Pharmaceutical waste rule.

 Some subsections of -555 still apply. Chapter 173-303-555(2) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The applicability of section -555 is based on your total DW generated at your facility, including all DW pharmaceuticals. Yes, this will include counting the state-only pharmaceuticals that you may be currently managing under the conditional exclusion.If you are a Small Quantity Generator (or SQG) after counting all of your dangerous waste pharmaceuticals, then you are a true-SQG and most of section -555 does not apply. I am going to use the term True-SQG in this presentation to identify the Small Quantity Generator that has the option to manage DW pharmaceuticals under either section -171 or section -555 versus a HCF that becomes a SQG after they are required to manage their DW pharmaceuticals under section -555. We will come back to some additional true-SQG requirements and options a little later in the presentation as certain sub-sections apply to all HCFs regardless of generator category.
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Quantity of ALL  dangerous waste generated in a calendar month 
(including all dangerous waste pharmaceuticals) Original 

Generator 
Category

AHW or WT01 EHW
(QEL of 2.2 lbs)

Dangerous Waste 
(QEL of 220 lbs)

Cleanup residue of 
AHW or WT01 EHW

(QEL of 2.2 lbs)
˃ 2.2 lbs Any amount Any amount LQG

Any amount ≥ 2,200 lbs Any amount LQG
Any amount Any amount ˃ 220 lbs LQG

≤ 2.2 lbs ˃ 220 lbs and < 2,200 lbs ≤ 220 lbs MQG

Applicability of Section -555

 MQG and LQG HCFs MUST use section -555.
Chapter 173-303-555(2) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
If you are either a Medium Quantity Generator or a Large Quantity Generator after counting all your DW, including your state-only dangerous waste pharmaceuticals, you must use section -555 to manage your dangerous waste pharmaceuticalsAgain you must now count all the state-only dangerous waste that you may currently be managing under the conditional exclusion for state-only pharmaceutical waste.These HCFs are regulated HCFsWhile it is the HCFs requirement to designate all their waste, facilities may assume that a waste pharmaceutical is a DW pharmaceutical. If this assumption is made, the HCF must continue to manage all their DW pharmaceuticals under section -555 unless they choose to fully designate their waste for purposes of managing a waste stream separately or to qualify as a true-SQG.
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Regulated HCF
Must manage all DW 

pharmaceuticals 
under -555

Small quantity 
generator

Manage 
rest of DW 
under -171

Med- or Large-
quantity
generator

Manage rest of 
DW under full 

Chapter 173-303

Resulting
Generator Status:

For All Other Dangerous Waste

Chapter 173-303-555(2) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We will highlight some of the major changes that section -555 will bring to pharmaceutical waste management in just a little bit.  First, I want to briefly discuss the management of non-pharmaceutical DW.So now that we have determined that section-555 applies to your HCF…you must manage all of your DW pharmaceuticals under section -555…and then you can omit these DW Pharmaceuticals from determining the resulting generator status for the remainder of your waste.[click 1] If the monthly count of the remainder of your DW makes your HCF a Small Quantity Generator, you can manage your non-pharmaceutical dangerous waste under the Conditions for Exemption for a  SQG found under WAC 173-303-171.[click 2] If the monthly count of the remainder of your DW makes your HCF either a Medium- or Large-Quantity Generator, you must manage all non-pharmaceutical waste under the full DW regulations (Chapter 173-303 WAC)************************************************************************************************Some non-pharmaceutical DW examples at healthcare facilities include:Formalin – tissue fixativeOPA or glutaraldehyde – High-level disinfectantsXylene and alcohol waste – tissue stainingCO2-scrubber canistersPaint waste from facilitiesSome DW pharmaceutical examples:Arsenic trioxide – P001Warfarin – P012Taxol in alcohol – D001Silver nitrate sticks – D011Most controlled substances would fail our State Toxicity Criteria for Toxicity – WT02 Antibiotics – WT02Ibuprofen, Acetaminophen, Naproxen – WT02
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Management Requirements
Non-creditable DW Pharmaceuticals – HCF

 Notification and Annual Reporting 
 Notification on Site ID – Must have EPA ID
 No reporting on pharmaceuticals

 Containers
 Labeling
 “Dangerous Waste Pharmaceuticals” or 
 “Hazardous Waste Pharmaceuticals”

 Accumulation Time Limit
 1 year – No satellite accumulation

Chapter 173-303-555(3) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So now onto the summary of the management requirements for DW pharmaceuticals.  Each of these slides has a reference on the bottom right that will point to the section within the draft rules that I am highlighting in these slides.  These are just some highlights of the management requirements, please review the draft rule for the complete list of requirements. HCFs must notify Ecology that they are managing DW pharmaceuticals under -555 on the Site ID form in TurboWaste.Yes, this does mean that all HCF managing DW pharmaceuticals under -555 must have an active EPA ID number.HCFs must also notify Ecology of their intent to stop management under -555 prior to stopping.And again, the DW pharmaceuticals managed under -555 do not count toward your facility’s resulting generator status for all remaining non-pharmaceutical DW. The DW pharmaceuticals managed under -555 are not reported on Dangerous Waste Annual Report (TurboWaste)WAC 173-303-555(3)(i)Containers must be compatible with their contents, be structurally sound, and be closed and secured  at all times.WAC 173-303-555(3)(d)Labeling on accumulation containers must include either the words “Dangerous Waste Pharmaceuticals” or “Hazardous Waste Pharmaceuticals”There are no risk or hazard labeling requirements, however, if the pharmaceutical is prohibited from incineration by LDR standards, the waste must be segregated and labeled with all applicable waste codes. WAC 173-303-555(3)(d)HCF can accumulate DW pharmaceuticals onsite for a maximum period of 1 year.There is No Satellite accumulation. All containers are considered final accumulation and need either a date or a system to identify the accumulation time.
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Management Requirements
Non-creditable DW Pharmaceuticals – HCF

 Ship to permitted facility for disposal 

 Must comply with Land Disposal Restrictions
 Do not need to identify waste codes on notification
 E.g. arsenic trioxide cannot be incinerated

 Must use Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest
 Use “PHARMS” in lieu of waste codes
 Labpacks must still carry certain waste codes

 Keep records for 5 years
Chapter 173-303-555(5) and (9) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
A HCF must send all DW pharmaceuticals to a RCRA permitted facility. We do not stipulate incineration since we now know that some DW pharmaceuticals have land disposal restrictions that would prohibit incineration, e.g. inorganic arsenic trioxideOn that note, yes, all land disposal restrictions must be met. All the DW pharmaceuticals must be shipped off-site on a Uniform Hazardous Waste Manifest.No waste codes required on Item 13 – must use “PHARMS” instead – same as in Subpart Pand you can use a generic descriptionMust still follow US DOT requirements for packaging, labeling, marking and placarding Any labpacks sent for incineration must still have the waste codes for the metals (D004, D005, D006, D007, D008, D010, and D011) when applicable.And all records must be kept on-site and available for review by an inspector for 5-years.
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Keep containers closed
Segregate by Land Disposal Restrictions

Sample Label below
1 year accumulation – no SAA

Hazardous Waste Pharmaceuticals

Accumulation Start Date:________________
Location:______________________________

Handle with Care!
TOXIC

Chapter 173-303-555(3) WAC

Management Requirements

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The on-site container management standards in section -555 are similar to current DW requirementsClosed containersNo evidence of leaks, compatible materials with their contentsSegregation for both compatibility and land disposal restrictions[click 1] Container labeling…again you can use either “Hazardous Waste Pharmaceuticals” or “Dangerous Waste Pharmaceuticals” No hazard labeling required but still a good practice.Required to have some system to ensure accumulation is under 1-year. Most HCFs will likely use a date of first accumulation. 
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Residues of DW Pharmaceuticals
in Empty Containers

 Stock, dispensing and unit-dose containers
 Bottles, vials, and ampules (not to exceed 10,000 pills or 1-liter)
 Blister packs, packets, cups, wrapper, and delivery device

 Syringes

 Intravenous (IV) bags
 Includes attached tubing without a needle

 Other containers, including delivery devices
 Inhalers, nebulizers, aerosol cans, tubes of ointment, gels and creams

Chapter 173-303-555(8) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
EPA provided specific guidelines on how to manage residues in different types of pharmaceutical containers. There are 4 different types of containers identified:Stock, dispensing and unit-dose containersBottles, vials, and ampules (not to exceed 10,000 pills or 1-liter)Blister packs, packets, cups, wrapper, delivery deviceSyringesIV bagsIncludes attached tubing without a needleOther containers, including delivery devicesInhalers, nebulizers, aerosol cans, tubes of ointment, gels and creams
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Residues in Empty Containers
Stock, Dispensing, and Unit-Dose Containers

 Pharmaceutical removed using practices common for that 
container  Empty and Solid Waste 
 Residues are not regulated as dangerous waste

 Regardless of P-listed or not

 No destruction requirements

 No triple-rinsing

Chapter 173-303-555(8) WAC
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Residues in Empty Containers
Syringes

 Fully depressed syringe  Empty and Solid Waste 
 Residues are not regulated as dangerous waste

 Regardless of P-listed or not

 Non-empty syringes  Manage as non-creditable DW 
pharmaceutical
 Manage as dual waste 

 Can empty syringe and collect contents to manage as DW 
pharmaceuticals

Chapter 173-303-555(8) WAC
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Residues in Empty Containers
Intravenous (IV) Bags

 Fully administered to patient Empty and Solid Waste
 Residues are not regulated as dangerous waste
 Even if contents are P-listed

 Contents not fully administered  Not Empty
Manage IV bag as non-creditable DW pharmaceutical

 Can determine “RCRA-empty” under WAC 173-303-160(2) if 
contents were not P-listed or WT01 EHW

Chapter 173-303-555(8) WAC
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Residues in Empty Containers
Other Containers

 Not considered empty (even if fully administered)
 If contents are DW pharmaceuticals, the containers must be 

managed as non-creditable DW pharmaceuticals 

 Can determine “RCRA-empty” under WAC 173-303-
160(2) if contents were not P-listed or WT01 EHW

Chapter 173-303-555(8) WAC
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Residues in Empty Containers

Chapter 173-303-555(8) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here are examples of some of the containers we just discussed:The syringe can be managed as a regular sharps waste once the plunger has been fully depressedEmpty epinephrine syringes are no longer P042 AHW – they can now be placed in the sharps container as solid wasteThe other containers would be considered empty once the medications have been removed using commonly employed practices. Empty warfarin pill bottle can be managed as solid wasteThere is no container destruction requirement.
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Conditional Exemption
Controlled Substances and HHW

 No sewering of any DW controlled substances
 Managed in compliance with all DEA regulations
 Destroyed by either:
Method publicly deemed (by DEA) to meet non-retrievable 

standard, or
 Combustion at one of 5 types of incinerators.

 Use sequestering devices
 Residue in devices or canisters managed to the same conditions

Chapter 173-303-555(7) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Conditions for exemption:Sewer prohibition also holds for any DW controlled substancesNo longer allowed to discharge any partially administered doses to sewer Must manage the waste controlled substances in compliance with all DEA regulations – so must be destroyed by either:A Method that DEA has publicly deemed (in writing) to meet their non-retrievable standardorCombustion at one of the 5 types of incinerators:RCRA Permitted (40 CFR Part 63 subpart EEE)Permitted large municipal combustor (40 CFR Part 62 subpart FFF)Permitted small municipal combustor (40 CFR Part 62 subpart JJJ)Permitted infectious waste incinerator (40 CFR Part 62 subpart HHH)Permitted commercial or industrial solid waste incinerator (40 CFR Part 62 subpart III for existing; (40 CFR Part 60 subpart CCC for new)Use of sequestering devices (such as Cactus SmartSink, CSRx, DrugBuster or RxDestroyer) is allowed to increase the safety and security around the storage of the partially administered controlled substances. As far as I am aware, DEA has not publically deemed (in writing) any of these devices to meet their non-retrievable standard  therefore the device canisters or residues must be managed via incineration as described above.
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Alternate Management
State-only Dangerous Waste Pharmaceuticals

 No longer excluded – must count for applicability of -555

 Alternative off-site disposal options to a permitted facility

 No manifest required
Still requires documentation

 Verify receiving incinerator is permitted to accept waste
 From regulatory or permitting authority

Chapter 173-303-555(10) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Like I mentioned earlier, the creation of section -555 will eliminate both the Interim Pharmaceutical Waste Policy and most of our Conditional Exclusion for state-only pharmaceutical waste. In particular, sub-section-555(10) will replace the conditional exclusion as it applies to HCFs. We will continue to allow the State-only DW pharmaceuticals to be sent to alternate incinerators that are not RCRA-permitted. HCFs may use the same alternate incinerators identified for the exempted controlled substancesIn addition to permitted municipal incinerators, we will also allow permitted medical waste incinerators or industrial solid waste incinerators.All other onsite management requirements for DW pharmaceuticals outlined in section -555 must still be met, including:Counted towards the applicability of -555Meet on-site management requirements of -555(3) for DW pharmaceuticals Kept separate from the RCRA-designating DW pharmaceuticalsMaintain paperwork for 5 yearsThe conditional exclusion still applies for law enforcement agencies that wish to send State-only DW pharmaceuticals to a combustion unit that meet the temperature and heat input requirements of the conditional exclusion. A True-SQG managing under -171 is not allowed to utilize this allowance; however, -171 already provides similar pathways for this waste.
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Alternative Off-site Disposal Facilities
for Controlled Substances and State-only DW Pharmaceuticals

 RCRA permitted incinerator
 40 CFR Part 63 subpart EEE

 Permitted large municipal 
combustor 
 40 CFR Part 62 subpart FFF

 Permitted small municipal 
combustor
 40 CFR Part 62 subpart JJJ

 Permitted infectious waste 
incinerator
 40 CFR Part 62 subpart HHH

 Permitted commercial or 
industrial solid waste incinerators
 40 CFR Part 62 subpart III for existing 

units

 40 CFR Part 60 subpart CCC for new units

Chapter 173-303-555(7) and (10) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Here is a list of the different types of incinerators that the conditionally exempted controlled substances, HHW and State-only DW Pharmaceuticals can be sent.The combustion units meeting the heat input and operating temperature requirements of the current conditional exclusion will only be an option for law enforcement agencies.
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True SQG
Choice in DW 

Pharmaceutical 
management

Under -171 as SQG
All HCF must follow -555(6) and (8)

May opt to use -555(5)

Opt into -555 as a regulated HCF
Must follow all management 

standards outlined in -555(2)(b)

All other DW 
manage under -171 
as Small Quantity 

Generator

1

2

SQG Management of
Dangerous Waste Pharmaceuticals

Chapter 173-303-555(2) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Management of DW pharmaceuticalsAgain, The HCF must count all DW, including state-only and RCRA DW pharmaceuticals, to determine the applicability of section -555.A HCF is a True-SQG if, after counting all of their DW, including pharmaceuticals, they stay below SQG monthly generation thresholds. As a True SQG, they are not required to manage DW pharmaceuticals under section -555.  The True SQG can either:[Click 1] Option 1:Continue to manage all their DW, including DW pharmaceuticals under -171or[Click 2] Option 2: Choose to opt-in and manage DW pharmaceuticals under section -555. [Click 3] Management of non-pharmaceutical DW will continue under -171.
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Management Requirements
Option 1: True-SQG Managing Under -171

 Must follow management of WAC 173-303-555(6) and (8)

 Sewer prohibition

 Residues of DW pharmaceuticals in empty containers

 May follow optional provisions of WAC 173-303-555(5) & (7)

 Send potentially creditable DW pharmaceuticals to a Reverse 
Distributor or send to DW pharmaceuticals to an affiliated HCF

 Conditional exemption for controlled substances

Chapter 173-303-555(5) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Under Option 1: The True-SQG can manage all their DW, including DW pharmaceuticals under WAC 173-303-171 as a Small Quantity Generator. This means, no accumulation time limits, no specific labeling requirements, no specific paper work requirements, no specified transportation requirements, etc. The True-SQG must still adhere toSubsection (6) – Sewer ProhibitionSubsection (8) – Residues in Empty Containers A True-SQG managing DW pharmaceuticals under -171 may still take advantage of the following optional provisions of:Subsection (5) – Allows SQGs the option of sending:Creditable DW pharmaceuticals to a reverse distributor, or DW pharmaceuticals to another HCF that will manage them under section -555(3)(m)Subsection (7) – the Conditional exemption for controlled substancesA True-SQG managing under -171 cannot take advantage of the rest of -555 including:Subsection (10) – the allowance for Disposal of State-only DW pharmaceuticals The SQG already has similar flexibility within -171(1)(e)
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Management Requirements
Option 2: True-SQG Opting to Manage Under -555

 Must follow the management outlined under   
WAC 173-303-555

 Can take full advantage of -555(10): 

 Disposal of state only DW pharmaceuticals

 To revert back to managing under -171, must notify of 
withdrawal prior to change

Chapter 173-303-555(5) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Under Option 2 – The True-SQG can choose to opt-in and manage their DW pharmaceuticals under section -555. At this point they must follow all the requirements of the section.But they are now able to take full advantage of state-only DW pharmaceuticals going to an alternate disposal facility under -555(10)
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Management Requirements
Long-term Care Facilities

 Must determine if section -555 applies or not
 You must prove you are true-SQG – different from EPA

 EPA presumes LTC facilities with < 20 beds is vSQG

 True-SQG LTC can take advantage of 
WAC 173-303-555(5)(c)
 May dispose of any DW pharmaceuticals in an on-site 

collection receptacle of a DEA registered authorized 
collector (for HHW)

Chapter 173-303-555(5) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
DEA authorized collector does not mean the Cactus Smart Sinks, CSRxs, the Drug Busters, the Rx Destroyers, etc….An authorized collector means a program for collecting HHW pharmaceutical waste.  DEA is allowing LTC facilities to become collection sites under authorized state or local programs to collect the HHW pharmaceutical waste.
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Management Requirements
Potentially Creditable DW Pharmaceuticals – HCF

“Potentially creditable dangerous waste pharmaceutical” 
has a reasonable expectation of manufacturer credit.

 Can send potentially creditable DW pharmaceuticals to a 
reverse distributor

 Can accept potentially creditable DW pharmaceuticals 
from affiliated off-site SQG HCF

Chapter 173-303-555(4) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Definition: A “Potentially creditable dangerous waste pharmaceutical” has a reasonable expectation of manufacturer credit. Must be:In original packagingUndispensedUnexpired or within 1 year of expirationManagement of potentially creditable dangerous waste pharmaceuticals:DW determination Accept from affiliated off-site SQG HCFProhibition – can only send potentially creditable DWP to reverse distributorAnnual reporting – not requiredRecordkeeping – must keep records for 5 yearsResponse to spills – manage clean-up material as non-creditable DWP
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Management Requirements
Potentially Creditable DW Pharmaceuticals – HCF

 Ship to a licensed Reverse Distributor 
 Follow all DOT regulations for hazardous materials
May use a Bill of Lading

 Reverse distributor must provide confirmation of receipt 
within 35 days

 Must keep records for 5 years
Shipping papers and delivery confirmation

Chapter 173-303-555(4) and (11) WAC
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Management Requirements
Reverse Distributors

 Notify Ecology on their Site ID form

 Inventory all DW pharmaceuticals accumulated on-site
Within 30-calendar days of arrival

 Includes both potentially creditable and evaluated 

 Evaluate the potentially creditable DW pharmaceuticals

 180-days maximum accumulation

Chapter 173-303-555(12) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Definition: A “Reverse Distributor” means any person that receives and accumulates prescription pharmaceuticals that are potentially creditable DW pharmaceuticals for the purpose of facilitating or verifying manufacturer credit.No longer based on DEA registration.Can only accept potentially creditable DW pharmaceuticals which have a reasonable expectation of manufacturer credit. Cannot simply take to facilitate disposalReverse Distributors must:Notify Ecology on their Site ID form within 60-days of falling under these rulesInventory all DW pharmaceuticals accumulated on-siteWithin 30-calendar days of arrivalThis Includes both potentially creditable and evaluated Inventory must include the identity of the drug as well as the quantity on-handHas 30-days to evaluate the potentially creditable DW pharmaceuticalsMust determine if bound for another RD for credit determination or verification or Determine if it is an evaluated DW pharmaceutical.Maximum accumulation limit of 180-daysAfter evaluation of the potentially creditable DW pharmaceuticals on-site, or180-days after the expiration date if held onsite for aging
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Management Requirements
Reverse Distributors That Are Not Manufacturers

 Evaluate within 30-calendar days of arrival
Send potentially creditable DW pharmaceuticals to another 

reverse distributor within 180-days

Send evaluated dangerous waste pharmaceuticals to a 
permitted TSD within 180-days
 Follow management standards in WAC 173-303-555(14)

 Keep records for 5 years
Chapter 173-303-555(11), (12), (13) and (14) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Must evaluate the potentially creditable DW Pharmaceuticals within 30-days of arrivalIf still potentially creditable – this RD may send this potentially creditable DW pharmaceutical to another RD. If this is the 2nd RD, can only ship potentially creditable to a manufacturerEvaluated dangerous waste pharmaceuticals follow management standards in 173-303-555(14)Designate on-site accumulation areaInspection CAA at least once every 7 daysLabel as “Hazardous Waste Pharmaceutical” or “Dangerous Waste Pharmaceutical”Mark containers with appropriate waste codes prior to shipmentShip on manifest to permitted TSD 
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Management Requirements
Reverse Distributors That Are Manufacturers

 Verify manufacturer credit within 30-calendar days of 
arrival

 Manage the evaluated dangerous waste pharmaceutical 
under WAC 173-303-555(14) as well as -555(12)

Chapter 173-303-555(12), (13) and (14) WAC

Presenter
Presentation Notes
3rd (and last possible) reverse distributor must be a manufacturerMust confirm manufacturer credit within 30-daysAfter credit applied, now it is an evaluated dangerous waste pharmaceuticalAdd management standards found in WAC 173-303-555(14) on top of -555(12)Ship off-site to permitted TSD on a Uniform Hazardous Waste ManifestMust have waste codesReverse distributors must obtain a permit as an operator of a DW TSD facility if they do not following the management conditions of subsections (12) through (15)
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Questions

 Type message and send it to 
the host.

We will read your question 
aloud.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
BridgetteAll lines are muted. To submit a comment or question, please use the Q&A feature. We will then read your question aloud.Please note that we have scheduled this webinar for 2 hours. We will get to as many questions and comments as we can. For questions that haven’t been answered, please send us an email so we can get back to you.As a reminder comments, questions, and ideas will be accepted until December 23. We’ll also have a formal comment period for this rulemaking later this year.We have Rob Rieck, our Regulatory Development Specialist and Jenny Yoo, a Toxics Reduction Engineer here to present to you.We also Tom Cusack, Senior Rules Analyst in the room to help with answering questions. 



How to comment online

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Rob.  Encourage people to use on-line comment tool available on our website.  Can attach comment letters.
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More Information:

Visit our website:
 bit.ly/EcologyDWRulemaking
Join our email list
 bit.ly/EcologyDWEmailList
Contact
 Jenny Yoo, 425-649-7166
 Rob Rieck, 360-407-6751 
 hwtrrulemaking@ecy.wa.gov
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